Sexual Violence Prevention Team Meeting Minutes

November 11, 2017

In attendance: Lindsay Wilson (counseling clinic), Sarah Jacobs (Housing), Jessica Hanson (Herc), Shawn Peoples (Civil Rights/Title IX), Stephanie Anderson (SACIS), and Ben Wilburn (SACIS).

- Discussed some of the outreach that has been completed thus far for this semester.
  - SACIS has done several presentations for campus groups such as greek life and some UF classes.
  - HERC has had some outreach requests and may have their interns focus primarily on sexual assault prevention spring semester (2018).

- Reviewed the beginning of the Sexual Assault Prevention Diagnostic Inventory from Everfi, looking specifically at items 16 and 17 (components of prevention programming and populations receiving programming).
  - Discussed what university has done with regards to outreach
    - Online trainings, consent and/or sex is like pizza, Sacis-Take back the night and Vagina Monolgues, Hunting Ground/Panel, and more
  - Suggested using this as a tool to help us explore what we could aim to provide in outreach for Spring semester, particularly the month of April.

Updates: Sacis reports ROAR was successful. Sacis is expanding, which means increased ability for outreach efforts. Will have additional offices in the DHS building on 18th street.

Upcoming Meetings: December 8th in Casey Room

Discussed changing meeting to a different day for spring semester, in the hopes to increase member attendance.